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I cannot, lastly, but refer to the apparent inconsistency of any 
supporter of the the(]ry of "act ion at a distance," complaining of too 
great boldness in speculative reasoning. Surely the wildest specula- 
tion would be tame compared with the theory of "action at a 
distance," which may be truly said to rest upon no rational basis 
whatever, and was justly condemna.d~by Newton and Faraday. An 
attempt o surmount he Chasm of an unknown cause by a bridge 
even of the most feeble mechanism, is surely far better than to assume 
that no bridge is required, and to do nothing. 
PHYSICS OF THE ETHER. 
Mr..Editor :--With your permission, I propose to comment very 
briefly on Mr. Preston's reply to the reviewer of his treatise,--rather 
because I suppose that it will be expected by the few who may take 
any interest in the subject, than because I feel any great occasion, 
or any strong impulse to rejoin. 
Mr. Preston's answer to the query, where is the prime motor, to 
continue the molecular vibration required for the incessant "attraction" 
in matter,--that " the sun is the prime motor" (p. 279), is obviously 
a shifting instead of a meeting of the difficulty; since according to 
his theory the sun itself has no " prime motion," but is continuously 
fiddled by the ether.* And it was in reference to this very difficulty 
that on the following page (411) occasion was taken to set forth the 
contrasted view according to the doctrine of the conservation of force, 
that the continuity of thermal impulse "is maintained only by the 
fresh impacts resulting from the recoils of minute successive ' falls' 
of material molecules." And when the solar molecules have reached 
their limit of fal l ,  their "working" power, or potential energy will 
have been entirely exhausted and dissipated. This is, of course, 
directly contrary to the author's teleological views. 
But how can the " experimental fact" displayed by Prof. Guthrie 
be termed with propriety a " sandy foundation" for Mr. Preston's 
superstructure ? (p. 279). Simply because the observed " fact" has 
no relation or analogy to the case in hand. Admitting the ether to 
"The  ether , "  says Mr. P., " must be the source  of all  the motions of matter  ; for 
matter  cannot evolve motion out of i tse l f ;  " - -and  "mat ter  cannot in any case const i -  
tute a source  of motion." 
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be gaseous, we might .reasonably believe that an action between two .
contiguous molecules, similar in character and extent to the action
between a, tuning fork and a card, should exist . But the relative
distance of molecules from each ,other demonstrably exceeds the
greatest range of 11 approach by vibration " that ever has been or
ever can be produced by Mr. Guthrie's very interesting experiments .
Denying the ether to be " gaseous," there is not even the "sandy "
foundation of a crude surface analogy for Mr. P . to rest his fabric
upon .
When our author declares (p . 279) that it " is not really the fact "
that by his scheme 11 there, is no such-thing as a fall in nature ; there
is only propulsion ;" his very illustration fully sustains the reviewer's
statement . It is scarcelyprofitable to descend to a verbal dispute .
Mr . Preston very correctly says (p . 280) that on the received view
" all the molecular actions such as ' cohesion,' ' chemical attraction,'
etc ., must be assumed to-exist whether the molecules of matter are in
motion or not in motion (i . e . ~A the absolute zero)." And every
known fact of observation fully confirms this conclusion . But Mr. F.
logically infers from his own postulates that it would be "certain that
at the absolute zero of temperature or at the cessation of molecular
motion, all molecular action would cease to exist" (p. 280) . He has
a vague idea that the finely divided matter found to exist in meteoric
systems, has become thus segregated by reason of the suspension of
cohesion in a temperature of absolute zero ; and he thinks it other-
wise ° 1 difficult to account- for the origin of such vast quantities o£
disintegrated matter in space" (p . 280) . Surely it is quite as com-
prehensible that the extremely attenuated matter of primoeval nebulae
should have condensed into metallic fog, or metallic rain drops, as
into the larger drops of planetoids, or the still larger drops of planets
and of suns. And in the finest dust of a meteoric rain, 1 ° cohesion "
is as well exhibited as in the Flanet Jupiter .
The fundamental difficulty pointed out (on p . 407) as lying at the
very threshold of all kinetic schemes,-that motion alone can give no
account of elasticity,-is completely evaded . Mr. P . does not seem
to apprehend the elementary proposition, that in a system of colliding
bodies, the vis viva of the system is indestructible only on the con-
dition that the bodies are 11 elastic." He says rather indefinitely
11 From the fact that vis viva is indestructible, the motion of the
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particles is simply changed in direction of the encounter. We may 
hope to have a more satisfactory insight into these facts by a more 
accurate knowledge regarding the ultimate constitution of matter" 
(p. 280). 
Newton's "celebrated letters to Bentley" are of course pressed 
into service, as usual. But the ki~ematists always fail to remember 
that a quarter of a century later than the date of the third Bentley 
letter, Newton himself concluded that the ether should be rejected, 
because "there is no evidence for its existence ;" and that with a more 
matured realization of the utter insufficiency of all speculati()ns.~aa to 
the mode of gravitative action, he ultimately fell back on the sug- 
gestion, " Have not the small particles of bodies certain powers, 
virtues, or forces, by which they act at a distance ?"  * 
Mr. Preston constantly speaks of action at a distance as a '~ theory," 
as an assumption "without any conception of the means" (p. 281), 
thereby assuming that others must necessarily have the same eacoethe8 
fingendl that he himself exhibits. The astronomer accepts the fact 
as ultimate, and therefore necessarily as "inexplicable," without 
presuming to theorize upon it. As Mr. P. has himself well remarked, 
":Newton, in discovering the remarkable fact,  . . . .  took care not to 
arrogate to himself the diseo,~ery of the cause of this remarkable 
fact" (p. '2-81). 
To designate the "indestructibility of motion" a "radical fallacy," 
is only a " dogmatic assertion," says Mr. P. (p. 281:). There are 
propositions in physics so fully established, that they may well be 
dogmatically asserted; and one of these is that motion (whether 
molecular or molar)is a phenomenon constantly exhibited to us as 
increasing or as diminishing, as originating de novo or as being des- 
troyed. So far is the fallacy of the indestructibility of motion from 
" gaining acceptance at the present day," it is not believed to be 
admitted by a single physicist of any eminence. All motion expended 
in shaping matter must have forever disappeared, else would we have 
useful work accomplished without the sacrifice of energy. Every 
elliptical orbit, whether of satellite, of planet, or of comet, pre- 
sents an endless recurrence of a large amount of motion quite 
destroyed at the apo-apsis, and of a corresponding increase of motion 
at the peri-apsis. 
* In the appendix to the second edition to Newton's Optics, published in 1717, 
query 31. 
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I t  was urged (p. 66) that the experimental determination of the 
conservation of energy "must be "utter ly illusory and fallacious," if 
the energy were only transiently exhibited by matter, and were ordi- 
narily hiding itself in the ether. Mr. P. is "a t  a loss to understand 
how this ecnclusion is drawn" (p. 262); and he expatiates on the 
"dissipation of energy." All which being neglected, it may be 
replied, that the energy developed in one portion of matter being 
observed to be abstracted from another portion, the quantitative re- 
sults obtained(the waste or dissipation being reduced to a minimum) 
may be accepted as a elose approximation to the law. But if, as 
alleged, the ether, instead of being the mere vehicle of molecular 
energy, is its fountain and receptacle, i't is perfectly obvious that the 
experimentalist has no means of measuring or of following the va- 
garies of force. 
Rejecting " the unfounded assumption of conversion into heat 
vibrations" of the stopped lifting motion of the pile-driving ram, 
Mr. P. says that "by  unfettering~the r ason," we may reach " the 
inevitable conclusion" that the motion must have been imparted to 
an external medium, or otherwise the motion would have been anni- 
hilated" (p. 283). It is scarcely doubtful that the experienced 
physicist will unhesitatingly accept he  latter alternative. The pre- 
vious suggestion of a-" latent " motion is too good to be surrendered 
by the ingenious kinetists~ as it might serve to bridge a good many 
troublesome difficulties. 
" I t  is difficult," says Mr. P., " to  see what pos l t lon~ do with 
the origination of motion" (p. 283). Position, though not an origin- 
ator of motion, is a condition which may indisputably give to an 
originator of motion a great mechanical advantage. In a warfare of 
stones between two savages, one at the top and the other at the bot- 
tom of a precipice, the f~rmer has gravity asan  ally, and the latter 
as an antagonist ; and the first may roll down upon his enemy, masses 
which the latter could not even lift. And this difference in relative 
efficiency or energy is purely one of " position." 
In regard to the illustrations of potential energy or static force 
given (on page 69), Mr. P. remarks "the mere deportment of visible 
masses to the eye, as in the above cases, can prove nothing whatever, 
though it might perhaps satisfy the superficial observer" (p. 283). 
Visibility or imperceptibility has nothing whatever to do with the 
question. The examples adduced were selected because the nature 
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and conditions of the actions were tolerably well understood. The 
theorist who would resolve them into cases of kinematics, has a very 
different ask before him from the utterance of generalities as to the 
possible xistence of impalpable agencies or invisible motions. 
In his concluding paragraph Mr. Preston indulges in the illusion 
of a false issue, quite ignoring the opening sentence of the review 
(p. 405). The real objection and complaint made against all ethereal 
kinetists, is not to the "boldness,"--hut to the incongruity, the inad- 
equacy, the irrationality of their speculations. Engineers of dream- 
land--they would "bridge the unknown" by flights of faney~ 
innocently heedless of the 'need of any abutment upon which to rest 
~heir insubstantial rches. 
WILLIAM B. TAYLOR. 
PURE YEAST: A PRELIMINARY COMMUNICATION.* 
By MORITZ TRAUBE, 
The author has succeeded in obtaining pure alcohol yeast, free 
from all other ferments and bacteria, by a simple method, which he 
promises to describe hereafter. 
When this yeast is introduced into a decoction of yeast previously 
freed from organic germs by boiling, there appears at the bottom of 
the vessel, after some days, a tolerably abundant precipitate of per- 
fectly pure yeast. Since an aqueous decoction of yeast does not con- 
tain grape sugar, it is thus shown that the increase of yeast is not 
due to fermentation or in any way dependent on the presence of 
sugar. The experiment does not succeed with ordinary yeast con- 
taining bacteria When such yeast is introduced into a decoction of 
yeast, tile bacteria introduced with it alone increase, entirely pre- 
venting the development of yeast ceils, and inducing in the liquid a 
putrefaction characterized by dense turbidity, tIence it is possible 
to determine, almost more certainly tlmn by means of the micro 
scope, whether yeast is absolutely free from bacteria, by introducing 
it into a decoction of yeast free from sugar.--Journal of the Chemical 
Society. 
De~t. Chem. Ges. Bet., ix, 183. 
